
Urban Archaeology: Still Plenty of Wigle Room

View north along Trench 3, one of the three trenches that exposed brick walls and cement basement floors

Recently, staff in our Michigan office conducted mechanically assisted trenching in part of Detroit’s Wigle Park,
an area rich in history that has been a hotspot for new development and regrowth for the city.

Read More

So, you think you found a dead
person…

Commonwealth's Dr. Emily Mueller Epstein talks
about life in cultural resources and frequently asked
questions in her blog, "So, you think you found a
dead person..."

How to Save Your Local Dive Bar

Dive bars have been a staple in many communities
across the country for their wit, charm, and character.
However, many are facing challenges to stay alive.
Learn more about how you can help save these
historic buildings!
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Join Us This Month at...Join Us This Month at...

October is a gearing up to become a busy month,
filled with lots of industry events and conferences.
Make sure to find us this month at the following
events:

October 9: Indiana Energy Conference in
Indianapolis, IN
October 19: Michigan Archaeology Day in
Lansing, MI
October 22–23: Railroad Environmental
Conference in Urbana, IL
October 24–27: ACRA’s 25th Annual
Conference in Spokane, WA
October 29–30: Ohio Transportation
Engineering Conference in Columbus, OH

Early Integration of Historic and
Cultural Resources into
Infrastructure Planning: If You
Don’t Map It, You Can’t Save It…

"...the most effective way to save time and money in
the review process for infrastructure projects is to
ensure that 21st century digitized maps of cultural
resources are available at the earliest stages of
project planning to identify and protect cultural
resources while facilitating more efficient delivery of
projects." Read why mapping is so important for our
historic and cultural resources.

Read More

NOW HIRING! Are you looking for a new job or know someone who is? Apply today!
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